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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are developing an ASP.NET MVC application named
ContosoWebApp. You are ready to deploy the
application to your production web server.
You need to import the publishing profile.
Which menu item should you use? (To answer, select the
appropriate menu item in the answer area).

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 2
A patient with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is
to use a nebulizer. The observation that
indicates the nebulizer is being used incorrectly and
additional teaching by the nurse is required would be
that the patient:
A. Holds the inspired breath for at least 3 seconds
B. Exhales slowly through the mouth with the lips pursed
slightly
C. Inhales with the lips tightly sealed around the mouthpiece
of the nebulizer
D. Places the tip of the nebulizer just beyond the lips
Answer: C
Explanation:
The observation that indicates the nebulizer is being used
incorrectly and additional teaching
by the nurse is required would be that the patient inhales with
the lips tightly sealed around the
mouthpiece of the nebulizer. This technique results in nasal
breathing, which negates the effects of
aerosol medication.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You create a custom Web Part.
You need to verify whether the Web Part causes any memory
leaks.
Which tool should you use?
A. Wca.exe
B. SPMetal.exe
C. WinDbg.exe
D. SPDisposeCheck.exe
Answer: D
Explanation:
MNEMONIC RULE: "memory leaks = SPDisposeCheck"
SPDisposeCheck is a tool that helps developers and
administrators check custom SharePoint solutions that use the
SharePoint Object Model helping measure against known Microsoft
dispose best practices. This tool may not show all memory leaks
in your code and may produce false positives which need further
review by subject matter experts.
SharePoint Dispose Checker Tool
http://archive.msdn.microsoft.com/SPDisposeCheck

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following statements relating to shipping are
correct? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. The organizational unit plant is responsible for the
planning, execution, and monitoring of the shipping activities.
B. The valid route is determined in the order header.
C. The items of a delivery can be processed using various
shipping points.
D. Each delivery must have a unique ship-to party.
E. The shipping point is determined for each order item.
Answer: D,E
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